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Abstract

The system cost of any SOFC plant and the chances of development of a mobile SOFC application strongly depend on the power
density of the stack. Good mass transfer within the stack is one important physical requirement for high power density. The influences on
the mass transfer in a tubular, a tubular–annular and a planar stack are analyzed and discussed. It results in a proposal for a tubular–helix
SOFC stack to increase the mass transfer by better mixing. q 2000 Elsevier Science S.A. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The power density of a SOFC stack influences the size
of the insulation and of the containment — e.g., a pressure
vessel for a SOFC-GT — and thus, the system cost.
Therefore, high power density is important to reduce the
system cost. It is essential for any mobile application of a
power system to require as little space as possible and to
leave the available space for the pay load. Thus, the design
task achieved again a high power density. It is clear that an
optimised geometry of a stack delivers a maximum possi-
ble active surface area per unit volume. The mass transfer
within the fuel channels and within the air channels of the
stack must assure mass flow of the reactant gas and the
product gas to and from the electrodes. However, it is still
necessary to obtain experimental results, although an ana-
lytical approach beforehand helps to define the problems
more clearly and to show principal solutions. Fig. 1 shows
the definition of the problem.

The tubular design has some geometric and operational
benefits compared with a planar design as already shown

w xin a design analysis 1,2 . Small tube diameters allow an
excellent start up performance and deliver a very high
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w xpower density 3,4 . The main aim here is to analyse the
influence of the stack geometry on mass transfer within the
stack and to suggest measures that can be adopted to
increase the mass transfer.

2. Mass transfer and SOFC stack geometry

X Ž .The molar transfer flux, N , molrs between a wallX

and the bulk flow is defined by:
X
N sb ADc , 1Ž .X X

Ž .b is the mass transfer coefficient mrs , A is the active
Ž 2 . Ž 3.area m and Dc molrm is the concentration gradientX

between the bulk flow and the solid surface. The mass
transfer coefficient can be calculated as for the heat trans-
fer coefficient if we use the Sherwood number, Sh, and the
Schmidt number, Sc, instead of the Nusselt number, Nu,
and the Prandtl number, Pr, in the expressions of an
appropriate heat transfer expression. The Sherwood num-
ber, Sh, is defined as:

Shsb LrD , 2Ž . Ž .
Ž .L is the characteristic length m and D is the diffusion

Ž 2 .coefficient m rs . The Schmidt number, Sc, is defined as:

ScsnrD , 3Ž .
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Fig. 1. Design targets of SOFC stacks and the influence on the mass
transfer.

n is the kinematic viscosity. The third dimensionless
number — the Reynolds number, Re — is defined with

Ž .the velocity, w mrs as:

Resw Lrn . 4Ž . Ž .
Ž .Within Eq. 4 , the hydraulic diameter, d , of the flowH

channel considered the characteristic length, L, for all
types of stacks is incorporated. The length of the flow
channel is le and the Sherwood number, Sh, can be
calculated from expressions of the form.

ShsSh Re, d rle, Sc . 5Ž . Ž .H

The expressions to be used for the different problems
can be derived from appropriate heat transfer equations,

w xfor example, in Ref. 5 . The influence of the stack geome-
try on mass transfer within the stack is obtained by using

Ž . Ž .Eqs. 1 – 5 , in Fig. 2.
It can be seen immediately, that a decreasing hydraulic

diameter, d , leads to an increasing mass transfer coeffi-H

cient, b. The Reynolds number, Re, and the ratio d rleH

of the hydraulic diameter and the channel length are the
other important geometric influences on the Sherwood
number, Sh, and, thus, on the mass transfer. The velocity,
w, depends on the mass flow, X m, itself dependent on the
fuel cell process and on the area, A , of the free cross-sec-q

tion of the flow channel. These influences on the Reynolds
number, Re, can be expressed by an appropriate expres-
sion of w. The flow velocity, w, is defined as:

wsX mr A r , 6Ž .Ž .q

X m is the mass flow of the fluid and r is the density of the
fluid. The mass flow of the fuel, X m , and the mass flow ofF

the air, X m , are related by:A
X
m slm

X
m , 7Ž .A A 0 F

if it is assumed that all the total fuel is used in the cell
system. The excess air is l and the fuel related stoichio-
metric air demand is m . The fuel utilised within theA0

SOFC stack is:
X
m sX m U ; 8Ž .FU F F

U is the fuel utilisation. The fuel, X m , utilised yields anF FU

electrical current, I:
X
m sM Ir n F , 9Ž . Ž .FU F el

n is the number of electrons per fuel molecule utilised.el

M is the molar mass of the fuel and F is the FaradayF

constant. The Reynolds number of the fuel flow, F, and of
the air flow, A, can be written as:

Re sM r r n Fn U Id rA 10Ž . Ž .F F F el F F HF qF

and

Re slm M r r n Fn U Id rA . 11Ž . Ž .A A 0 F A el A F HA qA

Ž 2 .If the current density is i Arm and the active area is Aa

then:

Is iA 12Ž .a

and the hydraulic diameter, d , is given by:H

d s4 A rPe. 13Ž .H q

Ž . Ž .Pe is the wetted perimeter. Then, Eqs. 10 – 13 yield:

Re s4M r r n Fn U iA rPe 14Ž . Ž .F F F el F F a F

for the fuel channel and:

Re s4lm M r r n Fn U iA rPe . 15Ž . Ž .A A 0 F A el A F a A

for the air channel.
Ž . Ž .Eqs. 14 and 15 show that the characteristic length,

L, is the ratio of the active area, A , and the wetteda

perimeter, Pe, if the influences of the stack during opera-
tion are included. We see that the Reynolds numbers in a
fuel cell stack consists of three part, that can only be
partially influenced by design and operation. These influ-
ences, and the consequences for stack design, will be
discussed with respect to an example for the air channel.
The influences in a fuel channel are similar. The influences
on the Reynolds number, Re , can be expressed by threeA

terms. The first term, ST , represents the influence of theA

substances and the thermodynamic state:

ST sm M r r n Fn , 16Ž . Ž .A A 0 F A el A

Fig. 2. The influence of the stack geometry on the mass transfer within
the stack.
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Fig. 3. The influences on the Reynolds number.

the second term, OT , represents the operating conditionsA

of the cell:

OT s4lirU 17Ž .A F

and the characteristic length, L , as the third term, repre-A

sents the geometric influence:

L sA rPe . 18Ž .A a A

The Reynolds number can now be written:

Re sST OT L sST OT A rPe . 19Ž . Ž .A A A A A A a A

Fig. 3 shows the influences on the Reynolds number,
Re , of the three terms listed above. ST represents theA A

fuel used and the thermodynamic state mainly consists of
Ž .physical constants. Only the dynamic viscosity rn de-

pends on the thermodynamic state being defined by the
design of the fuel cell system. The term OT represents theA

operating conditions and can be changed by changes in the
excess air, l, the current density, I, and the fuel utilisa-
tion, U . These values can be varied in any test rig. AnF

increase of the Reynolds number, Re , increases the dy-A

namic effects, reduces the viscosity effects in the flow and
changes the flow from laminar to turbulent at Re s2300.A

The mass transfer increases with an increasing mixing of
the flow. The mass transfer, thus, can be influenced by
changing the parameters influencing the Reynolds number,
Re . It is important to compare the values of the excessA

air, l, the current density, i, and the fuel utilisation, U ,F

with the design values of future commercial application by
considering the experimental results, for example, of cells
with a very high power density. The definition of the
characteristic length, L, suggests a recommendation for the
geometric design of stacks through an increase in the ratio
of the active area, A , and the wetted perimeter, Pe,a

leading to an increase in the Reynolds number, Re ,A

within the stack.

3. Usual SOFC stack geometry and the proposed tubu-
lar–helix design

It is necessary to apply the above equations in the
configurations used for SOFC stacks. Fig. 4 shows the

configurations considered: a tubular SOFC, a tubular SOFC
with an annular channel, called here tubular–annular
SOFC, and a planar SOFC with a rectangular channel.

The active area, A , of the tubular SOFC is:aT

A sdp le, 20Ž .aT

with a tube diameter, d, and the length, le, of the tube. Eq.
Ž .20 includes the tubular–annular SOFC. It is assumed that
the electrodes and the electrolyte are thin compared with
the diameter, d. This gives, for the tubular SOFC by using

Ž . Ž . Ž .Eqs. 13 , 18 and 20 and Fig. 4:

L s le, 21Ž .T

d sd 22Ž .HT

and for the tubular–annular SOFC:

L s ledr dqd 23Ž . Ž .TA i

d sdyd . 24Ž .HTA i

For the planar SOFC:

A s2ble, 25Ž .aT

L s lebr bqh 26Ž . Ž .P

and

d s2bhr bqh , 27Ž . Ž .HP

if the electrode covered with the contact fin is included in
the total active area. The benefits of the tubular–annular
SOFC and the planar SOFC are, that the hydraulic diame-
ter, d , can be influenced by the design of the channels byH

varying the height, h, of the channel.
The design aim is to increase the characteristic length,

L, and to decrease the hydraulic diameter, d , whilstH

increasing the Reynolds number as little as possible. As
mentioned above, an increase in the mixing within the
flow channels increases the mass transfer. The best mixing
can be obtained in a turbulent flow, with Re)2300. The
product, ST OT , usually an the order of magnitude ;102.A A

Thus, the length, le, of the channel must have an order of
magnitude )101 to reach a turbulent flow. A channel

Fig. 4. Geometry, characteristic length L and hydraulic diameters d ofH

different SOFC stack designs.
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Fig. 5. The proposed tubular–helix SOFC design.

length of more than 10 m is not easy to attain with the
designs of Fig. 4. The other possibility for increasing the
mass transfer is to decrease the hydraulic diameter, d , toH

increase the mass transfer coefficient, b , as defined in Eq.
Ž .2 .

The length of the flow channel within a tubular SOFC
can be clearly increased if a helix is placed within the tube.
Fig. 5 shows the proposed tubular–helix design and the
characteristic geometric values. The helix can be placed in
the tubular and in the tubular–annular SOFC as well.

In the latter case, the inner tube can be used to support
the helix. A comparable helix can be used to design the
contacts and channels on the outer, fuel side of the SOFC
tube.

This proposed design has the following benefits:
Ø the length of the flow channel can be increased com-

pared with the tube’s length,
Ø the cross-section of the flow channel can be varied and
Ø the secondary flow due to the rotation of the flow

increases mixing.
Ž .Using Fig. 5 and Eq. 18 , we get for the characteristic

length, L , and the hydraulic diameter, d , of theTX HTX

tubular–helix design are given by:

L s ledpr 2 d p sinaq2h . 28Ž . Ž .TX i

and

d s2h dy2h p sinar hq dy2h p sinaŽ . Ž .HTX

29Ž .

with

hs dyd r2. 30Ž . Ž .i

A rectangular cross-section was assumed in the above
equations as a simplification of the segments of an ellipse,
defining an intersection between helix and tubes.

It is necessary to verify these calculations by experi-
ments and to confirm this application for fuel cells. Inter-
esting results can be obtained by the following theoretical
calculations to estimate the influences. The calculations are
performed for a laminar flow.

For the tubular and the planar SOFC, by using the
equations for the description of the mass transfer within a
SOFC, the following are obtained:

1r33 3Sh s 3.66 q1.61 Sc Re d rle . 31Ž . Ž .l r P ,T H

And for the laminar flow, l, in a tubular–annular SOFC:

0.8Sh s Shq fd 0.19 Re Sc d rleŽ .½l r TA HTA

0.467r 1q0.117 Re Sc d rleŽ . 5HTA

0.11
= ScrSc . 32Ž . Ž .W

with
0.5Shs3.66q1.2 d rd 33Ž . Ž .i

and
1r3fds1q0.14 d rd . 34Ž . Ž .i

Ž .The index, W, in Eq. 32 stands for ‘‘wall’’.
The proposed tubular–helix design can be roughly de-

scribed by the equations of Schmidt for tubular–helix heat
w xexchangers as published in Ref. 5 chapter Gc. The origi-

nal values have a deviation of "15%. For the laminar
flow inside a tubular helix SOFC:

0.9Sh s 3.66q0.08 1q0.8 d rDŽ .½l r TX HTX

0.14m 1r3=Re Sc ScrSc 35Ž . Ž .5 W

with:
0.194ms0.5q0.2903 d rD . 36Ž . Ž .HTX

D is the mean diameter of the helix. The critical Reynolds
number, Re , is defined as:crit

0.45Re s2300 1q8.6 d rD . 37Ž . Ž .crit HTX

4. Comparison of the different SOFC stack designs

Ž . Ž .The Eqs. 1 – 37 allow an estimation of the mass
transfer coefficient, b , in the different types of SOFC

Fig. 6. The mass transfer coefficient, b , in a planar SOFC.
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Fig. 7. The mass transfer coefficient in a tubular–helix SOFC.

Fig. 8. The mass transfer coefficient in different SOFC stack designs
depending on the excess air.

stacks. The analysis showed that the most restrictions
occur on the inner side of a tubular design. It was assumed
that this is the cathode side. The following considerations
will be applied to the air channels of the SOFC therefore.
The temperature is 10008C, the excess air is 2, the fuel
utilisation is 0.9 and the current density is 200 mArcm2

for all calculations; the SOFC length, le, is 1 m, if not
specifically mentioned. It is interesting to note, that the
channel length, le, influences only the Reynolds number,
Re, and not the Sherwood number, Sh, of a planar SOFC, a
tubular SOFC and a tubular–annular SOFC, because

Ž . Ž .Sh Eq. 31 and Sh Eq. 32 depend on RelrP,T lrTA A

d rle and le disappears for a linear correlation betweenH

Re and le.

The results of the calculations for a planar SOFC are
shown in Fig. 6 as a function of the channel height, h, with
the channel width, b, as a parameter. The mass transfer
coefficient, b , increases with a decreasing channel height,
h, and a decreasing channel width, b. A channel width
b)1.8 mm and a channel height, h)1 mm does not
really influence the mass transfer coefficient, b. The range
of interest for the channel width, b, and the channel height,
h, at which the mass transfer increases is close to the
values of the thickness of the SOFC itself. Small values of
the channel width, b, and the channel height, h, lead to
high values of the mass transfer coefficient, b , as expected

Ž .by Eq. 2 .
The results of the calculations for a tubular–helix SOFC

are shown in Fig. 7 as a function of the tube length, le,
with the tube diameter, d, as a variable parameter. The
mass transfer coefficient, b , increases with an increasing
tube length, le, and a decreasing tube diameter, d. The
tube diameter, d, influences the mass transfer coefficient,
b , if the diameter, d, is about 2 mm.

Fig. 8 shows the influence of the excess air, l, on the
mass transfer coefficient, b , within the different designs.
The influence of the excess air, l, is for all linear flow

Ž .channels tubular, tubular–annular and planar small be-
cause the products Re d rle are small. Only theA H

tubular–helix design is independent on the product ReA

d rle and shows a clear increase of the mass transferH

coefficient, b , by increasing the excess air, l. This is an
indication of the influence of the mixing effects by the
helix geometry.

Fig. 9 shows a comparison of the different stack types
as a function of the tube diameter or the channel width, b,
for the planar design, respectively. A decreasing value of
these figures leads to an increasing mass transfer coeffi-

Ž .cient, b , for all designs as expected by Eq. 2 . But the
tubular–annular design is an exception. The reason is that

Žthe relative value of a constant channel height, hs dy
.d r2 which increases with decreasing diameter, d, even-i

tually leads to a tubular design with a disappearing inner
diameter, d . It can be seen that the tubular–helix designi

Fig. 9. The mass transfer coefficient in different SOFC stack designs depending on the channel geometry.
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yields the highest values of the mass transfer coefficient
for the designs compared in the area of interest having
small diameters with a high power density.

5. Conclusions

The calculations show that a tubular–helix design of a
SOFC stack can yield high mass transfer coefficients in a
very small volume. These high values can be achieved
with a short tube length for small tube diameters. The
equations for calculating the Nusselt numbers of tubular–
helix heat exchangers have been used to calculate the
Sherwood number of a tubular–helix SOFC. This remains
to be verified by actual experiments. The benefits of better
mixing by this design and the clearly increased power
density of small SOFC tubes is evident. Thus, further
evaluation seems to be called for.
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